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Reminiscences of an Old Trail Driver 
By John C. Jacobs, San Antonio, Texas 

 

“. . . Herds of cattle going over the trail run in numbers from one to five thousand. After a herd is 

thrown on the trail, cattle of different temperament take their different places in the herd while 

traveling—they, like men, have their individuality. A few take the lead and keep the lead during 

the entire drive, others, follow and keep their places. Then comes the middle and principal part 

of the herd, and last what is called the drags, and they are drags from the day they leave the ranch 

to the end of the drive. When watering and grazing they mix and mingle but when thrown back 

on the trail each division finds its respective place. 

 “To handle a herd of all steer cattle on the trail requires the very best cowboy skill, and a 

herd boss who can speak the bovine language. If they ever stampede one time, there is danger of 

trouble the entire drive. A cowboy might carelessly get off his horse while the cattle were resting 

on the bedding ground, and if the horse should shake himself the rattle of the saddle would likely 

start a stampede, and only a cow puncher knows what that means. When the cattle are restless on 

the bedding ground the boys on night herd hum a low, soft lullaby (like a mother to her child). It 

has a quieting effect and often saves trouble.” 
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About this source: Early in the twentieth century the Old Time Trail Drivers’ Association 

collected stories from people who had driven cattle from Texas to markets along rail lines farther 

north. The Association published the collection, and this document is an excerpt from one of 

those stories. 

 


